
Learning the ins and outs of teaching online 

will help you long after Quarantine. 

Invest in a table mount. 

Clean your workspace and have everything for the

class at arm's reach. Have a helper if possible. 

If it's just you, use your personal account on another

device to attend the live so you can read comments as

they come in. 

Set up by a natural light source.

Write out an outline for the class with approximate

times for each task. Build in space for questions.

Make sample swaps to keep the pace. 

Lay out your supplies.

Take a deep breath. 

 

Watch your music- Facebook will block your video if

copy-written music is played. 

Start the class as you would if you were in person.

Take a second to explain what you are doing. This will

give people time to get into the class. 

If no one is there, don't mention it. This type of

content thrives on being able to be viewed on your

customer's own timeline. 

Don't feel the need to greet every person or read every

comment if that doesn't feel natural to you. 

Be engaging without being desperate. Talk through

what you're doing. Break for questions. 

Keep the live to under 1 1/2 hours. Utilize your swaps

to speed the class along. 

Talk about what's coming up. Have samples of the

projects AND the to go kits to show. Ask what projects

they want to create with you. 

BE YOU!

 

Before the Live

Again, time doesn't exist right now, so you

can plan, promote, and have your class in

as little as 5 days. 

Post about it and email. Provide lots of

context. 

Spend some time on branding your

packages if possible. Make this a complete

experience for your customer.

Send them home with clear and concise

instructions- for during your class and

after.

Create a virtual paint punch card. 
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Zoom

YouTube 

Instagram (Live & IGTV)

Facebook Live

Where?  

What?
People want Comfort Crafting (tm) right

now. Don't try to start from scratch or

plan entirely new projects. Put out what

you have and fast!

Older workshops (call them Classic, Best

Evers, Crowd Favorites)

Get bisque, glass, and craft projects from

Bisque Imports technique sheets. 

Summer Camp Guides

 When? 

Poll your customers on social media!

They'll tell you what works best for them. 

Time doesn't really exist right now, so

don't be afraid to do a midday time. 

 

Why? 

Your social media is your brick and mortar

now. Give it the detail you would you store. 

Establish yourself as the expert- in fun,

family togetherness, learning, enrichment,

and value. 

 

Marketing & Packaging

During the Live

After the Live

Encourage customers to share their finished projects.

FOMO their friend's faces off. 

Comment on every question asked in the live. This will

help customers watching it later. 

Share the video to your Facebook page.

 

 

 
Get 20% off your Arkon Mounts order with the code

"ammieyall". I recommend item number HD8RV29 (Pro

Phone or Camera Stand for Baking, Crafting, Nail Art,

Ceramics, or Makeup Videos)

 


